Motion: P802.16s/D3 to RevCom

Motion:
• Approve sending P802.16s/D3 to RevCom, and
• approve CSD documentation in ec-16-0055-01-ACSD-802-16s

Motion: Marks
Second: Godfrey

Other Info (include)

- IEEE-SA SB granted extension for fourth amendment (2017-06-15)
- P802.16s/D3 had 100% approval at the end of the last sponsor recirculation ballot (50/0/2)
- The only recirc comment was an Editorial Coordination OK.
- WG motion of 2017-07-11
  • To forward P802.16s/D3 to RevCom, confirming CSD ec-16-0055-01-ACSD-802-16s
  • Result (y/n/a): 6/0/0